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Abstract
Previous research into the reliability of forensic craniofacial reconstruction (CFR) has focused
primarily on the accuracy of reconstructed faces from European or African ancestry skulls. Moreover,
the recognition of CFR in relation to the experience and ancestry of the practitioners and the assessors
has not been previously considered. The cross-race effect is a recognised phenomenon in psychology
studies, where familiar ancestry faces are recognised more readily than unfamiliar ancestry faces, but
there is a paucity of research addressing the relationship between the accuracy of reconstructed faces
and the familiarity with this ancestry by the practitioners/assessors. The aims of this research were to
investigate whether ‘unfamiliar-race effect’ has any influence on the accuracy of CFR and to evaluate
how much the correct recognition rate of CFR is affected by the cross-race effect. Eight CFRs from
three ancestry groups were produced by experienced practitioners in order to explore the aims. The
results demonstrated that practitioners produced more recognisable CFRs using skulls from a familiar
ancestry than skulls from unfamiliar ancestries.
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Introduction
Forensic craniofacial reconstruction (hereafter referred to as CFR) is a technique based on both
scientific standards and artistic skill to rebuild a face onto a skull to recreate the ante-mortem
appearance of the individual [1]. It is also known as forensic facial approximation or depiction [2,3].
The ultimate aim of CFR is to recreate an in vivo countenance (ante-mortem appearance) of an
individual that sufficiently resembles the decedent in order to allow recognition and then
identification of the individual [4]. CFR might be employed in forensic investigations where other
means are not successful or available to identify human remains. It has also been used in archaeology
to recreate the faces of paleontological and archaeological humans [5-7].
The accuracy of CFR has been of primary importance since the practice first emerged
scientifically. Research has been directed toward producing not only more reliable reconstructed
faces, but in establishing better means of estimating their accuracy. There are a number of influential
factors on the accuracy of CFR: the CFR standards utilised, the practitioners, the assessors
(recognisers) and mechanism of facial perception [8]. There is on-going research relating to refining
and developing standards and guidelines for practice to increase the accuracy of these techniques and
to provide a stronger base for public faith in the reproducibility of facial reconstruction to present
reliable facial features of the targets [9]. CFR practitioners can also contribute the accuracy in relation
to familiarity with the biological profile of the subjects and the degree of expertise, experience or
training. In addition the assessors may also contribute to the efficacy in relation to familiarity with the
target and experience and skills in facial recognition. The experience and skills of the assessor may be
related to their own biological profile, such as sex, age and ancestry [8].
The prediction guidelines for rebuilding facial components include anthropometrical or
morphological analysis of the skull and many are currently employed to predict the facial
components: eyes [10-14], nose [15-19], mouth [20-24] and ears [15,20,25,26]. In addition, numerous
sets of facial soft tissue depth measurements have been recorded from living subjects using a variety
of clinical imaging techniques including; lateral cephalometric radiographs [27,28], computed

tomography (CT) [29-32], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [33-35] and ultrasound [36-40].
Through these techniques, a large amount of facial tissue depth data has been collected from various
geographical and ethnic group populations relating to sex, age and body mass index (BMI) for use in
CFR. With advances in three-dimensional (3D) medical diagnosis technology, new equipment has
been modified for the purpose of collecting more accurate tissue depth data. Of those, recentlydeveloped cone-beam CT (CBCT) scanner has been introduced to the study of tissue depth
measurements [41-43].
Since CFR was introduced as an identification tool in forensic science, there has been a great
deal of research into the reliability and accuracy of the techniques. In an early publication, Wilder [44]
stated that given the appropriate procedure and tables of facial tissue measurements it would be
difficult not to produce a successful facial reconstruction. However, there have been a few studies that
disagree with Wilder’s theory. The first recorded accuracy study by Von Eggeling [45] using death
masks reported no resemblance between reconstructed and target faces. Further research by
Stadtmüller [46], using two faces reconstructed from the skulls of an elderly and a young man and
facial soft tissue depth data from cadavers [47] and postmortem images for comparison, reported no
similarity. Suk [48] insisted that the most common method of measuring facial soft tissue
measurements was inaccurate, and concluded that a facial reconstruction from the skull must resort to
fantasy. Most recently Stephan and Henneberg [49] investigated the accuracy and reliability of CFR
using sixteen reconstructed faces and thirty seven assessors. They argued that ‘facial approximation’
should be considered highly inaccurate and unreliable as 403 incorrect identifications were made out
of 592 identification scenarios.
However, there have been some contrasting studies that add weight to Wilder’s theory.
Gerasimov [50] asserted that all his CFRs produced from the skulls of cadavers were recognised with
strong similarity when compared to the photographs from the deceased. He also reported that all of
the 140 CFRs attempted in his laboratory were successfully identified. Snow and colleagues [51]
carried out an accuracy study using ante-mortem photographs. They produced two male and female
CFRs from the skulls of body donors, and participants were asked to match the reconstructed face to

the target from a face pool. The results showed 26% correct identification for the female and 67% for
the male. Gatliff and Snow [52] claimed 70% and 65% success rates for identification in two studies
using reconstructed faces produced from their CFR technique. Vanezis and colleagues [53] attempted
a comparison between the manual and computer generated facial reconstruction methods, and showed
that both methods could be employed as a useful tool for identification. Wilkinson and Whittaker [54]
reported more optimistic results on the accuracy of facial reconstruction. They produced 3D manual
facial reconstructions from five juvenile female skulls, and then compared to a face pool by 50
volunteers. The results showed that the mean hit rate was 44% and all hit rates were above chance
(10%). Subsequently, Wilkinson and colleagues [1] tested the accuracy of CFRs from two CT scanned
skulls of a male and female generated by a computer modelling system. The results in face pool
comparison tests demonstrated that the combined hit rate was 50% above the level recorded by
chance (20%). More recently, Fernandes and colleagues [55] reported a unique accuracy study using
three Brazilian CFRs from a skull employing three different tissue depth datasets. In the study, the
volunteers who were familiar to the target face tested the accuracy of the CFRs in three different
recognition tests. The results demonstrated a 27% hit rate for the CFR using the average tissue depth
data from Brazilian live subjects, 23% for the CFR using the date from Brazilian cadaver study and
20% from the use of Rhine and Moore [56] date which was derived from American White population,
and they concluded that the CFR method might be a useful to investigate forensic cases.
Although skepticism remains, a considerable number of researchers have proved that CFR can
provide a reasonable resemblance to a face for which an identity is sought. Also a number of forensic
cases have shown that the technique of CFR can be used to assist in the identification of individuals
from unknown skulls, particularly when other forensic tools are unavailable [4,51,52,57-62].
Among the possible contributing factors to the accuracy of CFR, the ancestry of practitioners or
assessors appears to be overlooked in the field of CFR study. The influence of ancestry on recognising
human faces has been rigorously established by relevant cognitive psychology research. Since the
early 20th century, cognitive psychologists have recognised a phenomenon where people show a
tendency to recognise and memorise more accurately the faces of their own ancestry group than the

faces from a different ancestry. This fascinating subject has been empirically established as a robust
theory named ‘cross-race effect (CRE)’ (also referred to as the ‘own-race effect/bias’ or ‘other-race
effect’) by the research related to eyewitness identification and facial recognition over the last four
decades (for reviews, see [63-65]). In early years, the CRE had been empirically studied employing
the faces from Black and White subjects. More recent studies have included different ancestry or
national groups, such as British, German, Chinese, Japanese, Korean and South Asian, and
demonstrated the CRE in face identification or recognition performance associated with investigating
the mechanism of CRE [66-70]. For an instance, Tanaka and colleagues [66] investigated the
differences in recognising same-race and other-race faces between Caucasian (White European) and
Asian participants, and confirmed that Caucasian participants recognised same-race faces more
holistically than Asian faces, while Asian participants demonstrated a holistic pattern when
recognising both same (familiar)-race and other (unfamiliar)-race faces. From the results, they
suggested that the same-race effect may arise from the holistic recognition of faces from highly
familiar ancestry faces.
From early studies to recent research, the CRE has been found universally across various
ancestry and ethnic groups with strong consistency. It is assumed that many theoretical mechanisms
are involved in the CRE. This has been established by the studies showing the primary factors
influencing the phenomenon: contact and attitudes with other-racial groups, encoding and
representational processes, perceptual-memory expertise, and perceptual categorisation (for reviews,
see [69,70]). According to the research into the theoretical underpinnings of the CRE, the differences
in experience with the same (familiar)- and other (unfamiliar)-race faces (also known as the ‘contact
hypothesis’) are considered the main contribution to the CRE [65,71-74].
In face processing, a recent study by Blais and colleagues [75] discovered a unique
phenomenon between Western Caucasian and East Asian. They employed Western Caucasian young
adults and East Asian participants who just arrived in the UK from East Asia to investigate possible
differences in their eye tracking movements when viewing the target faces. In contrast to adults from
Western cultures, the results revealed that individuals from Eastern cultures fixate centrally on the

nose region and generally avoid eyes when learning, recognising, and categorising faces. These
results demonstrated that face processing can no longer be considered as arising from a universal
series of perceptual events that was presumed as a triangular pattern, but employed to extract visual
information from the faces differs across cultural bases. As a new paradigm that people from different
cultural background achieve human face processing by focusing on different facial information has
emerged, it is essential to question what aspect of culture is contributing to the process. The most
plausible explanation has been provided by Nisbett and colleagues [76,77] that Westerners tend to
engage analytic perceptual strategies for processing face configuration, whereas East Asians prefer
holistic perceptual strategies (analytical versus holistic cultural framework) [75,78].
In relation to CFR, the CRE could be implicated in two ways; Firstly, the experience of CFR
practitioners may influence the resemblance/reliability of the reconstructed face due to unfamiliarity
with the depiction of races from outside of their experience. It is possible that unconsciously they
could sculpt the face from a limited memory database especially when partially trained; Secondly, the
facial recognition ability of the assessors utilised for accuracy assessment may be affected by
unfamiliarity with the ancestry of the reconstructed face. Even though psychological research into the
CRE has primarily been in memory recall rather than comparison without memory load, the CRE has
also been observed in performances with minimal required memory [79] and in the early stage of
perceptual encoding face process [68,80]. These studies suggest that there is a possibility that the CRE
may affect the accuracy of recognising or identifying CFRs by assessors from another ancestry to the
reconstructed face.
There have been numerous studies into the reliability and accuracy of CFR techniques and the
identification or recognition of reconstructed faces. The impact, however, of the cross-race effect on
CFR and recognition has not been clearly established. Studies on comparisons between CFRs
produced by practitioners who have different biological profiles to the faces they reconstruct are rare.
Moreover, research on the accuracy of CFR has been weighted more towards Caucasoid (White
European)- or Negroid (Black African)- type skulls rather than Mongoloid (East Asian)- or other
ancestry types [50,54,81-83]. Case reports [57,60] aside, very little literature about CFR and accuracy

on Asian ancestry groups exists [84]. CFR from skulls of various ancestry groups and its recognition
are therefore interesting to investigate not only in terms of the reliability of CFR itself, but also in
regard to facial recognition by different ancestry groups.
This research examines whether the accuracy of CFRs are affected by the degree of practitioner
experience in relation to the ancestry of the faces reconstructed. The possibility that the ancestry
origin of the assessor may influence a correct recognition of reconstructed faces is also examined.
Thus the objectives of this research are to; analyse whether the ‘unfamiliar-race effect’ influences
practitioners of CFR; and investigate whether the CRE has an impact on the accuracy rate for the
recognition of CFR performed by assessors from various ancestry groups.

Materials and methods
General design
To produce CFRs for this research, two independent teams composed of experienced practitioners
were organised in the UK (the Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification at the University of
Dundee) and South Africa (SA) (the Department of Anatomy at the University of Pretoria). Each team
provided two skull models with the related CFRs from previous forensic investigations (Caucasoidtype for the UK team and Negroid-type for the SA team) (Tab. 1). In addition, two Mongoloid-type
skulls were provided from China (the Tieling 213 Research Institute). Each team then produced two
CFRs using skull models from unfamiliar-race (ancestry) groups and the CFRs produced in the
forensic cases were also utilized in this study as familiar-race cases. The accuracy of the CFRs was
then tested by employing a face pool comparison method and voluntary assessors. Ethical permissions
were not required to utilise the skull models due to the validity of previous permissions from each
institute for the research or forensic investigation into the skulls used.

Skull models & production of CFR
Six skull models were utilized; two Caucasoid (C1 and C2), two Negroid (N1 and N2)-, and two
Mongoloid (M1 and M2) type skull models (Fig. 1). Previously, the UK team produced two familiar-

race CFRs from the skull models C1 and C2. The SA team also produced familiar-race CFRs from the
skull models N1 and N2. Each team then received two skull models of unfamiliar ancestry – the UK
team received one Negroid-type (N2) and one Mongoloid-type (M2) skull model and the SA team
received one Caucasoid-type (C1) and one Mongoloid-type (M1) skull model. The models were
provided as either plaster copies or 3D laser scanned digital model depending on which method would
be employed by the team. In order to standardise the application of facial soft tissue depth data to the
forensic casework, the UK and South African teams provided facial soft tissue depth measurements to
the other team and the same tissue depth dataset for the Mongoloid-type skulls was provided to both
teams by the researcher [20,85]. All information about the six skulls is described in Table 1. The
teams applied the same method to the CFRs; the combination method [4]. All ante-mortem
photographs were provided by the teams and collected by the researcher for the accuracy tests. The
ante-mortem facial photographs were not exposed to the practitioners until the CFRs had been
completed to ensure blind testing.

Practitioners
This study was based on the assumption that CFRs would be generated by experienced practitioners
who have fulfilled qualification in producing reliable CFRs. Two practitioners from the UK team took
part in this study; one practitioner had five years’ experience in the field of CFR and the other had
twenty years’ experience. The two British practitioners had experience in forensic casework for
majority White European and Indian Sub-continent faces. The South African practitioner had two
years’ experience in CFR and had majority experience of reconstructing Black African faces. Each
practitioner decided which method they would employ to reproduce the facial reconstructions
depending on the applicability and circumstances of their institute (Tab. 1).

Completion of CFRs
The completed CFRs were collected from the teams as 3D scanned image files or photographic
images (Fig. 2). In total eight CFRs were completed and collected. N1-SA and N2-SA were produced
by SA team; C1-UK and C2-UK were produced by UK team as familiar-race CFRs. N2-UK and M2-

UK were produced by UK team; M1-SA and C1-SA were produced by SA team as unfamiliar-race
CFRs. These CFRs were compared to the corresponding target faces in order to estimate their
accuracy using face pool comparison method.

Accuracy assessment
Preparation of photo arrays
Facial images of the CFRs were utilised in photo arrays. Images of the CFRs generated by the 3D
manual method were taken using a digital camera (EOS 400D, Canon®, Japan) with 50 mm zoom (AF
17-50 mm Lens, Tamron®, Japan) three metres away from the CFR under adequate illumination. The
images of the CFRs generated by the computerised 3D method were captured using the ‘print screen’
tool in FreeForm Modelling PlusTM. When processing the images using the camera or capture tool on
computer screen, the facial angles of the CFRs were aligned in a frontal view for the images used in
the photo arrays. Facial images for possible foils (distractors) used in the photo arrays were obtained
from various databases founded in the website of the Facial Recognition Homepage [86] which is
maintained by the Department of Wireless Communications at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering
and Computing in the University of Zagreb, Croatia. All databases linked in the website were open to
the other researchers for the purpose of facial recognition studies only. Therefore, additional ethical
permissions were not required to utilise the photographic database for this research.
There are a number of empirical standards currently being employed in the studies of facial
recognition and identification in the field of face cognitive psychology. Unlike the studies in
psychological experiments, however, it is almost impossible to standardise the format of facial
photographs in terms of a unified facial expression, angle of head posture, hair style, illumination,
resolution and background, since applicable ante-mortem facial photographs in real forensic scenarios
were taken mostly without any considerations of forensic investigation or empirical study. However, it
was determined that the selection of foils for this research followed the recommended guideline [87]
as correctly as possible. Consequently nine foils were established to be utilised for each photographic
line-up of eight face pool comparison trials. The image quality of the foil photographs was altered to

make them a similar looking quality to the target utilising Adobe® Photoshop® (CS5, Verson 12.0.1,
USA). The photo array consisted of a photographic line-up of ten subjects (including the target)
directly below the CFR image. Thus the targets were present in all arrays. The target facial image and
nine foils were randomly allocated. The prepared eight trials were arranged randomly to be posted in
an on-line survey tool.

Assessors
Since this study involves cases of a forensic nature, the assessors understood the confidentiality
requirement for such a survey. There were twenty two White European assessors from the UK (UK
assessors) comprised of staff from the Centre for Anatomy and Human Identification at the University
of Dundee, or police officers at the Department of Tayside Police in Dundee; nineteen assessors from
South Africa (SA assessors) who were police officers at the Department of Facial Identification in the
South African Police Service from a mixed race background; and twenty one Northeast Asian
assessors from the Republic of Korea (KOR assessors), who were doctors of forensic
medicine/dentistry or researchers working at the National Forensic Service or the Departments of
Forensic Medicine in various medical colleges in Republic of Korea. No attempt was made to record
any personal data from the assessors, except for their ancestry origin and duration of residence in the
country.

Accuracy survey
Due to geographical and occupational difficulties of the participants being based in three different
countries and secured working places, the survey for assessing the accuracy of CFRs was carried out
via an on-line survey tool (Surveymonkey.com™). Using design and edit options in the website, the
prepared eight trial sheets were uploaded one by one into the web pages in order to complete a series
of questionnaires. For the participants whose first language is Korean, a Korean language version was
prepared.
At the beginning of the survey via the web site, assessors were asked to read and follow the
instructions and provided consent enabling them to take part in the survey. Subsequently, they were

instructed to compare the CFR to the ten facial photographs in the array, and decide which one of the
faces most closely resembled the CFR, and to mark their answer with a tick in the bracket assigned
for that particular numbered photograph. The assessors were informed that the target face of the
corresponding CFR may or may not be present in the ten photographs and that if none of the faces in
the photographs appeared to resemble the reconstruction, then they were to tick the bracket assigned
to “no similar faces”. Assessors were advised to make their own decision without being influenced by,
or asking the advice of, another person. No time limit was imposed for any trial.
The results were analysed in order to establish possible cross-race effects between the CFRs in
relation to the experienced practitioner groups. The hit rates for the eight CFRs by the experienced
practitioners were statistically compared in terms of the three ancestry groups of the CFRs; the
forensic experience of the practitioners in the UK and South Africa in relation to ancestry; the three
ancestry groups of the assessors from the UK, South Africa and Korea; familiar/unfamiliar-race of the
CFRs in relation to the practitioners and the assessors. Since this study aims to investigate the effect
of familiar ancestry rather than the accuracy of CFR, only correct hit rates (when assessors correctly
chose the target) were analysed. A series of paired t-test, One-way ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis
analyses were conducted to assess the correlations between variables using Microsoft ® Excel® (2010,
USA) and IBM® SPSS® Statistics (version 20, USA).

Results
Most of targets did not receive the majority hit rate, with the exception of C1-UK and C2-UK
as recognised by the South African assessors (Tab. 2). The assessors had 50% chance of deciding
whether the target would exist in the face pool or not, and 10% chance of choosing correct face when
they decided that the target was present in the face pool. Therefore, it was expected that each target
had 5% chance rate (50% × 10%) as all the face pool comparisons were target-present trials. With the
exception of N2-UK and M2-UK (4.8% and 0.0% respectively), all mean hit rates were above chance
rate suggesting that these CFRs were recognised at a rate greater than guessing. Mean hit rates were
12.5% for UK assessors, 13.1% for Korean assessors and 12.5% for South African assessors. One way

ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between the mean hit rates from the three
assessor groups (p > 0.05) (Tab. 2). This proposes that on average the assessor groups had equal levels
of face recognition ability.
The mean hit rates for each CFR varied from 0.0% (for M2-UK) to 24.2% (for C1-UK and C2UK). M2-UK from Mongoloid (East Asian)-type skulls received very low hit rates (0.0%). One way
ANOVA demonstrated that there was a significant difference in the mean hit rates between the eight
CFRs (p = 0.015) implying that there was a considerable variation in the recognisability of individual
CFRs. To investigate overall differences in each face pool trial between the three assessor groups,
distributions of response rates across eleven options were examined using Kruskal-Wallis test. Also
the assessor groups were split into two categories depending on if they were the familiar or unfamiliar
ancestry as the CFR in order to examine the difference in the distributions of response rates across
eleven options between the two groups. There were no significant differences in the response rate
distributions across eleven options for each trial either between the three assessor groups (Asymptotic
significance > 0.05) or between the familiar and unfamiliar ancestry assessor groups as the skull
(Asymptotic significance > 0.05). These results suggest that the three assessor groups demonstrated
statistically similar distributions when choosing a possible face from the face pool in all trials, and
this pattern was maintained when the assessor groups were split into two groups according to familiar
or unfamiliar ancestry as the CFRs.
The cases were divided into three groups in relation to the ancestry groups of CFRs in order
to investigate whether the ancestry of CFR and assessor influenced hit rates. One-way ANOVA
presented that the assessors from the UK and South Africa demonstrated significant differences in the
hit rates between the ancestries of the CFRs (p = 0.036 and 0.005 respectively) (Fig. 3). The UK
assessors revealed higher hit rates when recognising Caucasian (White European/Indian Subcontinent) and Negroid (Black African) CFRs (16.7% and 15.2% respectively) than for Mongoloid
(East Asian)-type CFRs (2.3%). The South African assessors exhibited higher hit rates when
recognising Caucasian-type CFRs (28.1%) than the other two ancestries (5.3% for Negroid and 0.0%
for Mongoloid CFRs). There appeared to be a tendency for Korean assessors to recognise Caucasian

CFRs (15.9%) better than the other ancestry types (12.7% for Negroid and 9.5% for Mongoloid), but
this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.587). Mean hit rates from all the assessors
demonstrated a significant difference between the recognitions of the CFR ancestries (p = 0.039).
Overall, the assessors revealed a higher hit rate when recognising Caucasian CFRs (20.2%) than
Negroid (11.0%) or Mongoloid (3.9%) types. These results can be interpreted that the CFRs from
Caucasoid skulls were recognised at a higher rate than CFRs from the other two ancestries, regardless
of the ancestry of the assessors or the practitioners.

The hit rates were examined in relation to whether the practitioner was the familiar- or
unfamiliar-race as the skull. For example, if a practitioner from the UK or South Africa reconstructed
a Mongoloid-type CFR, then it was classified as ‘unfamiliar-race’. The familiar-race CFRs were
recognised more frequently than the unfamiliar-race CFRs (18.2% versus 6.8% in the UK assessors;
20.2% versus 6.0% in Korean assessors; 19.7% versus 5.3% in South African assessors) (Fig. 4).
These differences were statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level in One-way ANOVA analysis.
When the results from all the assessor groups were combined there was a significant difference (p =
0.014) in the hit rates between the familiar-race CFRs (19.4%) than the unfamiliar-race CFRs (6.0%).
These results imply that CFRs from familiar-race skulls as the practitioner are recognised more
accurately than those from unfamiliar-race skulls.
Hit rates for the CFRs were subdivided further depending on the two groups of practitioners
(UK and South Africa) in relation to assessor groups to examine differences in the hit rates between
familiar- and unfamiliar-race CFRs as practitioners. Familiar-race CFRs for the UK practitioners
demonstrated higher hit rates than unfamiliar-race CFRs recorded by UK (15.9% versus 2.3%),
Korean (23.8% versus 2.4%) and South African (34.2% versus 2.6%) assessors and with the total
assessors (24.2% versus 2.4%) (Fig. 5). With the exception of the UK assessors (p = 0.051), these
differences in Korean and South African assessors were statistically significant at p = 0.012 and 0.014
respectively. In contrast, when we look at the results for the South African practitioners the
differences are not so clear. Although the hit rates from the two groups of assessors (UK and Korean)

and the total assessors were higher for the familiar-race CFRs than the unfamiliar-race CFRs, the
differences were smaller and were not significant statistically (p > 0.05). These results suggest that the
cross-race effect can be demonstrated with the UK practitioners, but was not evident with the South
African practitioners.
The familiar-race assessors recorded a slightly lower hit rate (9.3%) than the unfamiliar-race
assessors (15.7%) for the CFRs by the UK practitioners, but this difference was not statistically
significant at p > 0.05 level (Fig. 6). The familiar- and unfamiliar- race assessors recorded similar hit
rates (11.9% and 11.8% respectively) for the CFRs by the South Africa practitioners. When all the
practitioner groups were combined, there was no difference between the familiar- and unfamiliar-race
assessor hit rates (10.6% and 13.8% respectively). These results suggest that the CFRs were
recognised independently from whether the assessors were the familiar- or unfamiliar-race to the
CFR.
In summary for the CFRs produced by the experienced practitioners; the ancestry of
assessors did not affect recognition; CFRs produced by familiar-race practitioners were recognised
more reliably than those by unfamiliar-race practitioners; CFRs from Caucasoid-type skulls were
recognised more frequently than those from Negroid- and Mongoloid-type skulls; Familiar-race
CFRs produced by the UK practitioners were recognised the most and the cross-race effect can be
demonstrated for UK practitioners but not with the South African practitioners.

Discussion
The overall mean hit rate of 12.7% can be compared to other previous studies used face pool
comparison tests: 11% [49]; 70% [51]; 44% [54]; 23% [55]; 21% [88]; 21% [89]. Although each
study employed slightly different methodologies and performance procedures, the mean hit rate for
the CFRs was generally lower than those from the previous studies. Among the hit rates for the eight
CFRs, the two CFRs from the UK practitioners (C1-UK and C2-UK) recorded the highest hit rates at
24%. This hit rate is close to the average hit rate from the above six previous studies at 28%. Previous

research using Caucasoid-type skulls [49,51,54,55,88,89] are comparable. A research [89] has
suggested that the hit should exceed 18% in order to be meaningful recognition. According to this
suggestion [89], the two Caucasoid-type CFRs by the UK practitioners can be considered as a
standard to judge the accuracy of other CFRs and the existence of ‘unfamiliar-race effect’ within this
study.
The hit rates for each CFR varied from 0 to 24%. The two CFRs recording the lowest hit rates
were from Mongoloid-type skulls with unfamiliar-race practitioners (UK and SA). This result
suggests that the eight CFRs recorded fluctuating degrees of reproducibility in relation to resemblance
to the targets, and that the degree of familiarity to the ancestry of CFRs might be responsible for this
variation.
Overall, the CFRs from Caucasoid-type skulls recorded the highest hit rate (20%) compared to
the other two skull types (11% for Negroid and 4% for Mongoloid) (Fig. 3). This result implies that
the Caucasoid-type CFRs were more successfully recognised than those from Negroid- and
Mongoloid-type skulls, regardless of the ancestry of the assessors or the practitioners. This higher hit
rate was mainly caused by the UK practitioners. The Mongoloid-type CFRs recorded the lowest hit
rate at 4% and this may be due to the unfamiliar-race effect.
The CFRs produced by familiar-race practitioners recorded overwhelmingly higher hit rates
than those of unfamiliar-race practitioners (3.2 times more correctly recognized) (Fig. 4). This result
is one of the most significant finding in this study suggesting that CFRs produced by a familiar-race
practitioner were more accurate than those from unfamiliar-race practitioners. This compares to other
cross-race effect psychology studies [70,71] and suggests that the degree of familiarity to a certain
ancestry type (including the skull) can be transmitted to the ability of producing more accurate CFR.
The familiar-race CFRs by the UK practitioners scored higher hit rates than unfamiliar-race
CFRs by all assessor groups (Fig. 5). However, the correlation between skull and practitioner
familiarity with ancestry was less obvious for the CFRs produced by the South African practitioner.
These results suggest that the unfamiliar-race effect was more obvious for the UK practitioners than

the South African practitioner.
It was found that the CFRs were recognised independently from whether the assessors were the
familiar- or unfamiliar-race as the skull. The cross-race effect relating to the assessors was also not
observed where the CFRs were classified by the ancestry of the skulls. These results suggest that the
ancestry of the assessors relative to the ancestry of the CFRs did not influence their recognisability.
None of the previous studies examined the recognition rates regarding the ancestry of the assessors
[49,51,54,55,88,89]. Even though the hit rates from this study were not directly comparable to the
results from earlier research, we cautiously suggest that all assessor groups were presumed to employ
universally categorised processing for the matching performance between the CFR and possible faces
in the photo array. This presumption does not appears to be consistent with the results of previous
studies which established that different ancestry people, especially between White European and East
Asian, demonstrated a different processing strategy when recognising the human face – White
Europeans recognise familiar-race faces more holistically than Asian faces, whereas East Asians
demonstrate holistic strategies for processing both familiar- and unfamiliar-race facial configuration
[65,74,77]. It therefore hypothesised that the assessors may alter the perceptual strategy (holistic
processing) when configuring CFRs, even from the familiar-race skulls, because the process of
recognising CFR requires more analytic approaches than recognising human faces.

General Discussion
Accuracy assessment is crucially important to estimate the reliability of the CFR in recognition or
identification of unknown human remains. Previous research has reported diverse results regarding
the accuracy of CFR employing various empirical methods [84,89,90]. For accuracy surveys,
researchers have to present an image of the CFR alongside an ante-mortem facial photograph of the
identified individual, utilising blind tests. However, there are fundamental problems on this general
protocol that the studies are practically and ethically difficult to represent a forensic scenario as based
on familiar face recognition [8,90]. More significantly ante-mortem photographs were typically
provided with inferior resolution and diverse facial expressions, which might create difficulties to

unify the photographs with distractors allowing standardised objective studies [83]. Thus, these blind
studies inevitably must rely on unfamiliar face recognition using variable quality photographs (even
though the pictures were closely aligned to the target).
It is well established by extensive studies that people are poor at recognising unfamiliar faces
[91-93]. Cognitive psychological research, employing face pool comparison tasks, demonstrated that
the true positive hit rates were ranged below 80%. The hit rates dramatically dropped when facial
textures, hairs, skin colours, light or posture were removed or changed from the actual features [8, 9497]. The overall lower hit rates in this research maybe caused by these limitations of difficulties in
unifying the photographs and unfamiliar face recognition for the accuracy survey. In addition, this
lower hit rates trend could be raised by the difficulties in choosing the correct targets from the
photographic line-ups of this face pool comparison tasks. The majority of assessors indeed left
comments after the experiment that the task was extremely hard as the most of the faces in the photo
array looked very similar to the corresponding CFR. The selection of distractor faces followed the
recommendation of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act [87] and perhaps this is not appropriate
when studying CFR accuracy. Perhaps more distinctive faces should be included in the photo array so
that face type is one of the distinguishing characteristics.
The hit rate for the familiar-race CFRs by the South African practitioner was lower than the
result from the UK practitioners, whereas the hit rate for unfamiliar-race skull was higher than those
from the UK practitioners. Hence, the South African practitioner demonstrated lesser discrepancy in
the hit rates between the ancestry groups of the CFRs than those of the UK practitioners. Some
explanations may be possible; firstly, the experience of the South African practitioner in CFR was two
years which is shorter than those of the UK practitioners (five and fifteen years for the two
practitioners). It can be estimated that the highest hit rates of the two CFRs from the UK practitioners
were contributed by not only the unfamiliar-race effect but also the longer experience periods of the
practitioners in CFR. In addition, the South African practitioner was considered to have the higher
contact experience for both Black and White faces. From these results, we could establish that
training and experience in unfamiliar-race faces and skulls may promote the recognisability of CFRs.

The cross race effect was not observed for the assessors and this may be due to the recognition
of CFRs being performed ‘analytically’ (as similar to perceive unfamiliar faces) rather than
‘holistically’ (as similar to perceive familiar faces) by universal assessors regardless of their ancestry
or cultural bases. Namely, even if there was concealed cross-race effect on recognising the CFRs, the
influence was not revealed since the reproducibility (recognisability) of CFRs were biased already by
the practitioners; additionally, it is hypothesised that observers tend to look at CFR as like an object
that needs to be analysed. However, the result presenting the non-statistical difference in the hit rates
for the familiar-race skull to the Korean assessors suggests a possibility that the cross-race effect
might be combined in recognising CFR. Therefore, further research is required into this issue
employing more rigorously categorised assessor groups in term of the race.
It is suggested that further research employing more strictly standardised methodology, skulls,
practitioners and assessors with abundant number of the subject would be required to establish more
rigorous results. Consequently, in order to investigate more robust cross-race effects on CFRs, the
above possible interference factors ought to be minimised as much as possible when designing further
studies and exploring the cross-race effect on CFRs.

Conclusions
The practitioners demonstrated the unfamiliar-race effect when producing CFRs and produced more
recognisable familiar-race CFRs.
The UK practitioners produced the most recognisable familiar-race CFRs, but demonstrated the
greatest unfamiliar-race effect.
The assessors were not affected by ancestry.
This study established that the ancestry experience of practitioners can influence the recognisability
and accuracy of CFRs.
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TABLE 1. Biological profiles of the six skulls, status of exchanging skull models between the two teams, applied average facial soft tissue depth data and
methods for the CFRs.
Biological profiles

Skull exchange

Skull

Method for CFR
Applied tissue depth date

Sex

Ancestry

Age (years)

Provided from

Distributed to

N1

Female

Negroid

20 - 30

South Africa

South Africa

N2

Female

Negroid

20 - 30

South Africa

by unfamiliar-race team

by familiar-race team

Cavanagh and Steyn [32]

N/A

3D manual
(N1-SA)

Cavanagh and Steyn [32]

3D manual
(N2-UK)

3D manual
(N2-SA)

UK
South Africa

M1

Female

Mongoloid

20 - 30

China

South Africa

Created from Birkner [85] &
Lebedinskaya [4]

3D manual
(M1-SA)

N/A

M2

Male

Mongoloid

30 - 40

China

UK

Created from Birkner [85] &
Lebedinskaya [4]

3D computerized
(M2-UK)

N/A

C1

Male

Caucasoid

20 - 30

UK

Sahni et al. [34]

3D manual
(C1-SA)

3D computerized
(C1-UK)

Helmer [4]

N/A

3D manual
(C2-UK)

South Africa
UK

C2

Female

N/A = Not applicable.

Caucasoid

15 - 21

UK

UK

TABLE 2. Overall hit rates for the eight CFRs.
Hit rate (%)
CFR

Significance
(p-value)

Assessor group
UK (n = 22)

Korea (n = 21)

South Africa (n = 19)

Total assessors

N1-SA

22.7

19.0

5.3

16.1

N2-UK

4.5

4.8

5.3

4.8

N2-SA

18.2

14.3

5.3

12.9

M1-SA

4.5

19.0

0.0

8.1

M2-UK

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

C1-UK

18.2

23.8

31.6

24.2

C1-SA

18.2

0.0

15.8

11.3

C2-UK

13.6

23.8

36.8

24.2

Mean hit rate

12.5

13.1

12.5

0.015*

Significance
(p-value)

0.993

Overall mean
hit rate (%)

12.7

*, p < 0.05.

FIGURE 1. Laser scanned images of the six skull models. N1 and N2 from Negroid type; M1
and M2 from Mongoloid type; C1 and C2 from Caucasoid type.

FIGURE 2. Eight CFRs produced by the two teams. N1-SA and N2-SA were produced by SA team;
C1-UK and C2-UK were produced by UK team as familiar CFRs. N2-UK and M2-UK were produced
by UK team; M1-SA and C1-SA were produced by SA team as unfamiliar-race CFRs.

FIGURE 3. Graphs showing the hit rates from three assessor groups relating to the familiarity with
the ancestry of the CFRs as the practitioners.

*, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01.
“UK” = UK assessors; “KOR” = Korean assessors; “SA” = South African assessors.

FIGURE 4. Graphs showing the hit rates from three assessor groups relating to the familiarity with
the ancestry of the CFRs as the practitioners.

*, p < 0.05.
“UK” = UK assessors; “KOR” = Korean assessors; “SA” =

South African assessors.

FIGURE 5. Graphs showing the hit rates from three assessor groups relating to the familiarity with
the ancestry of CFRs as the UK and South African practitioners.

*, p < 0.05.
“UK” = from UK assessors; “KOR” = from Korean assessors; “SA” = from South African assessors.

FIGURE 6. Graphs showing the hit rates between the practitioner groups relating to the familiarity
with the ancestry of the CFRs as the assessors.

“UK pract” = UK practitioner.
“SA pract” = South African practitioner.
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TABLE 1. Biological profiles of the six skulls, status of exchanging skull models between the two teams, applied average facial soft tissue depth data and
methods for the CFRs.
Biological profiles

Skull exchange

Skull

Method for CFR
Applied tissue depth date

Sex

Ancestry

Age (years)

Provided from

Distributed to

N1

Female

Negroid

20 - 30

South Africa

South Africa

N2

Female

Negroid

20 - 30

South Africa

by unfamiliar-race team

by familiar-race team

Cavanagh and Steyn [32]

N/A

3D manual
(N1-SA)

Cavanagh and Steyn [32]

3D manual
(N2-UK)

3D manual
(N2-SA)

UK
South Africa

M1

Female

Mongoloid

20 - 30

China

South Africa

Created from Birkner [85] &
Lebedinskaya [4]

3D manual
(M1-SA)

N/A

M2

Male

Mongoloid

30 - 40

China

UK

Created from Birkner [85] &
Lebedinskaya [4]

3D computerized
(M2-UK)

N/A

C1

Male

Caucasoid

20 - 30

UK

Sahni et al. [34]

3D manual
(C1-SA)

3D computerized
(C1-UK)

Helmer [4]

N/A

3D manual
(C2-UK)

South Africa
UK

C2

Female

N/A = Not applicable.

Caucasoid

15 - 21

UK

UK

TABLE 2. Overall hit rates for the eight CFRs.
Hit rate (%)
CFR

Significance
(p-value)

Assessor group
UK (n = 22)

Korea (n = 21)

South Africa (n = 19)

Total assessors

N1-SA

22.7

19.0

5.3

16.1

N2-UK

4.5

4.8

5.3

4.8

N2-SA

18.2

14.3

5.3

12.9

M1-SA

4.5

19.0

0.0

8.1

M2-UK

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

C1-UK

18.2

23.8

31.6

24.2

C1-SA

18.2

0.0

15.8

11.3

C2-UK

13.6

23.8

36.8

24.2

Mean hit rate

12.5

13.1

12.5

0.015*

Significance
(p-value)
*, p < 0.05.

0.993

Overall mean
hit rate (%)

12.7

*Revision Notes (Response to Reviewers)

Response to reviewers:
Reviewer #1: The article provides an interesting point of view on the importance
of familiarity in facial reconstruction: it will be worth being published once
minor revisions will be corrected.
-highlights missing: please use the conclusive points as highlights
→ The word file for the highlights have been uploaded on the submission system.
-references do not follow guidelines for authors: please correct them
→ The reference style has been changed following the journal guidelines.
-perhaps the description of materials and methods may be reworded in order to
render it more readable: it is difficult sometimes to follow the number of CFR
and the type of model in the different groups of research.
→ The overall materials and methods were amended as the reviewer’s
suggestions, especially about the numbering and naming of the skulls and CFRs,
for a more readable manuscript.

